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Intellectuals, writers, artists and historians have recognised a fundamental role of black
genres in the general evolution of music because their influence has been considerable
worldwide. In the early twentieth century, not only did the spreading of blues and early
forms of jazz represent one of the greatest musical influences of the century, but it also
influenced other forms of art. In the context of the expansion of studies on culture and race,
the spread of black forms of art throughout Europe has increasingly received attention from
scholars in recent years. A large number of studies have explored the vogue of so-called
Negro Art in the first part of the twentieth century and the spread of black music, jazz in
particular, in the 1920s, the so-called “Jazz Age.” For instance, in the French context various
studies have examined the interplay between white avant-garde and black cultures,  as well
as the jazz scene in Paris and the reception of that genre by French musicians.  The
evolution of jazz in Britain has also been investigated, exploring how this genre of music has
been received and transformed in the British context.
With regards to the prominence of music in black forms of art, the British scholar Paul Gilroy
has underlined that cross-cultural exchanges have been facilitated by a common urban
experience of various groups of black people, and a new form of blackness developed:
“dislocated from their original conditions of existence, the sound tracks of this African
American cultural broadcast fed a new metaphysics of blackness elaborated and acted in
Europe and elsewhere within the underground, alternative public spaces constituted
around an expressive culture that was dominated by music.”  In urban contexts these






functioned as meeting places but also as spaces where musicians contributed to developing
an underground musical environment in which black genres of music had a fundamental
importance, and which allowed them to profoundly influence mainstream music of the
period.
In his book Art Worlds (1982), the sociologist Howard Becker has underlined how important
it is to understand the process by which participants in an art world ignore, absorb, or fight
change.  The spreading of black genres of music brought changes to the music scenes of
London and Paris in the years 1920s-1950s. Musicians entered into contact with new
musical tendencies, learned new genres, incorporated new styles into theirs, and created
new sounds. Furthermore, the diffusion of genres such as jazz, rumba, and calypso,
contributed to creating a transracial environment in the music scenes of London and Paris,
thus representing an additional international character to the cultural lives of the two
metropolises.
The urban experience was one fundamental element of the circulation of musical forms in
general, and of black genres of music in particular. Spaces for music such as theatres,
concert halls and nightclubs, appeared in the urban context, and the entertainment
industry concentrated its infrastructure there. Furthermore, it was in urban spaces that
encounters between people of different origins, with different histories and backgrounds,
and between them and the local population, took place. These encounters became the
vehicles for the spreading of new genres of music and for metropolitan change. The
sociologist John Eade and the urban theorist Michael Peter Smith have stressed the
importance of considering the historical implications of cross-national movements in the
study of urban change. The city offers opportunities and constraints to migrants who also
bring with them historically specific practices and identities: “the city is both a medium and
an outcome of human agency, including agency of transnational migrants, their networks,
and their projects.”
In the 1920s Paris and London were two metropolises at the centre of increasing globalising
connections. They were capitals of nation-states and empires, and, with the process of the
internationalisation of cultural life, places that attracted groups of people from different
parts of the world. Global networks established through musical connections and
exchanges found in London and Paris the spatial dimension where to develop. This, in turn,
transformed the cities, especially their cosmopolitan character.
As Becker has written “every art world uses, to organize some of the cooperation between
some of its participants, conventions known to all or almost all well socialized members of
the society in which it exists.”  Moreover, he has explained that artists learn other
conventions “in the course of training and as they participate in the day-to-day activities of
the art world. […] Conventions represent the continuing adjustment of the cooperating
parties to the changing conditions in which they practice; as conditions change, they






music, which I analyse in the first part of the paper. I draw attention to the different forms
and practices of learning black styles of music that took place in the music scenes of London
and Paris, including learning from teachers or through journals and books, and informal
ways of learning. In the early stages of the development of dance music, musicians and
dance bands were demanded to play various genres of music during the same show,
including jazz, rumba and calypso, which were identified as “black” music by the audience. It
was through this process of learning that musicians appropriated black styles of music.
The second section of the article took the specific case of musicians in London and deals
with the various perceptions of blackness that they had. The presence of different groups of
black musicians and the spreading of new genres of music from the other side of the
Atlantic influenced the meaning of blackness in the music scene. Moreover, the context of
forms of racial discrimination notwithstanding, there is evidence that there were multiple
ways in which coloured musicians reacted to the reality they lived in and constructed their
personal identity. It seems that in the music world talent was more important than
everything else. In this sense, building on the concept of indifference to nation, which has
been developed in the in the field of Central and Eastern European studies, I suggest that
several musicians had a feeling of indifference to blackness (and nationality). This feeling
was linked mainly to the fact that for them the importance of music went beyond racial and
national issues. If you believe in the transformative power of music and music is a big part
of your life, make sure the quality of your Hi-Fi equipment isn’t getting in the way of your
appreciation. click here to visit Graham Slee HiFi for free to see how they can help you
transform your Hi-Fi.
Processes and Practices of Learning Music Styles
In the first stages of music development of the early twentieth century, single musicians and
bands often played various genres of music during the same show, such as jazz, rumba, and
calypso. All these styles were perceived as “black” music by the audience. This blurring
allowed musicians to perform genres of music which had different origins and therefore
meet the demand of the moment, which was often characterised by different styles of music
in vogue. However, this implies that musicians had to learn different genres of music and to
be flexible enough to be able to learn different types of music. Following the criticism
expressed by Karl Hangstrom Miller with regards to studies that have tended to conceive
music as the product of musicians’ personal talent or social identities,  the analysis of this
aspect shows how playing black genres of music also implied a process of learning that
could find different ways of being put into practice.
The role that teachers and schools of music played was important in this sense. Besides self-
taught musicians, one of the most widespread ways of learning an instrument was through
private lessons with expert musicians. In many cases the person who wanted to learn an
instrument found a teacher by word of mouth, but there were teachers that publicised their
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activity in music journals hoping to attract new students. For instance, in order to promote
his activity a French saxophone teacher, Professor Lebrun, published an advertisement in
the journal L’artiste musicien de Paris in February 1929.  The advertisement underlined the
fact that the teacher taught the American style of playing and improvisation, and that the
lessons were modelled on teaching methods used by professional musicians.
Advertisements that promoted personal lessons on the saxophone were common in music
journals and testified the spreading of brass instruments together with the spreading of jazz
music. Moreover, another recurring element in advertisements was the idea of being able to
learn in a short period of time, which was guaranteed by the teacher. For instance, in 1930
the British journal Melody Maker  published an advertisement of the English saxophonist
Ben Davis who gave private lessons on the saxophone. The advertisement pointed to the
teacher’s abilities to make students successful musicians in a brief period of time. Indeed,
the caption said that Ben Davies had “started hundreds of pupils on the road to success”
and exhorted readers, adding “he can do the same for you, and make you the Saxophone
star of your district in the shortest possible time.”
In addition to single teachers, several music schools promoted their activities through
advertisements in musical journals. For example, the “Keech” school of music, located in the
area of Mayfair in London, published its advertisement in the Melody Maker in 1932. In this
case too, the caption pointed to the quality of the teaching and to the perspective of getting
quick results. Furthermore, it is interesting to note the kind of instruments taught in the
school. The school provided courses of saxophone, drums, banjo, ukulele, a particular type
of banjo-ukulele called “banjulele,” Hawaiian guitar, and rhythm-style piano. The teaching of
these instruments is an indication of the diffusion of new genres of music that required
those specific instruments in bands and specific ways of playing.
The spreading of black genres of music gave musicians that had recently arrived in the city
the opportunity to play an important role in the music scene as teachers. The case of the
Guyanese clarinettist and composer Rudolph Dunbar is quite interesting in this sense. Born
in British Guiana in 1899, Dunbar started playing the clarinet in the British Guiana Militia
Band in 1913. After a brief stay in Barbados as a member of the police band, he moved to
New York in 1919 where he began his musical studies at the Institute of Musical Art of
Columbia University. In the meantime, he started playing jazz to pay for his studies. This
double path of classical musical training and jazz-playing in bands was replicated by Dunbar
in Europe. Indeed, he arrived in Paris in May 1925 in order to study conduction,
composition, and clarinet at the conservatory, and philosophy and journalism at the
University of Paris. During these years he played in various jazz bands performing not only
in Paris but also in other European cities. He continued his studies in Leipzig and Vienna,
before moving to London in the summer of 1931, where, within a few months, he founded
his clarinet school.








promoted Dunbar’s school. It is interesting to note that on the left of the advertisement
there was a photo of Dunbar and on the right the title stressed both his studies at the
Institute of Music and Art of the Columbia University in New York and his role of lead
saxophonist and clarinettist with the all-black American show Blackbirds that had been
played in London a few years before.  Moreover, the caption that contained a description
of Dunbar and his school, stressed that he was one of the main clarinettists who played in
the principal concert halls of Paris, and leader of the saxophone sections of many well-
known dance bands. In addition to the courses of clarinet playing, Dunbar also offered a
course of saxophone playing that included “the indispensable Rhythmic African Polyphonic
Style now dominating dance music.”  The advertisement is significant because it reveals
that the promotion of this Guyanese-born musician in a music journal published in Britain
comprised the reference to his musical career in New York (his studies and his playing in an
important show), and in Paris. These two elements were emphasised to denote his quality
as a musician and as a teacher, a fact that shows how a musician who had grown up in a
colonial territory and who had travelled to and formed himself as a musician in two of the
most important urban music scenes worldwide, came to be the one who transmitted
musical knowledge and skills to musicians in Britain.
Furthermore, a few months before the founding of the school, Dunbar had begun to write a
series of articles on the clarinet for the Melody Maker that constituted a course on clarinet
playing published periodically in the journal. The first of these articles appeared in October
1931. On that occasion, the editors presented the series of lessons with an opening
comment, and described the difficulties that they encountered in finding the right musician
who could do the course: “few dance clarinet players have an absolutely thorough
theoretical as well as practical mastery of the instrument. The one or two who have, would
not, or could not, express themselves on paper. We hailed the advent of Rudolph Dunbar
with delight, therefore.” The editors deemed Dunbar’s technical abilities on the instrument
and his practical knowledge of “hot” music as an “almost unique combination of talent.”
This, together with the ability to write clearly, made him the right person to become
technical editor. It is worth noting that, presenting the course, Dunbar wrote that it was not
“a course on legitimate clarinet playing, but a series of lessons for dance band saxophone
players who wish to ‘double’ the clarinet without hope or intention of becoming a virtuoso
of the instrument.” Further, he added that, since saxophone players were often afraid to
start playing the clarinet, which he considered to be the most difficult among wind
instruments, the aim of the course was to make saxophone players aware that they were
mistaken and that they could play the instrument.
Articles devoted to specific genres of music appeared in various music journals and were
tools with which musicians could know more about new styles. For instance, both the
French journal Jazz-Tango  and the Melody Maker published articles dedicated to the Cuban
genre of the rumba. In March 1933, Jazz-Tango published an article titled “L’Interprétation de






execution of the rumba. At the beginning of the article the musician wrote that the rhythm
was difficult to assimilate for French people for various reasons, including the fact that the
“nonchalance exotique” of the dance collided with what he though was the nervous mood
typical of French people.  What followed in the article was the explanation of the roles that
different instruments played in a dance band, starting from the rhythmic section formed by
the clave and the maracas.  In April 1936, the guitarist who played with the American
dance bandleader Roy Fox, wrote the first of a similar series of articles for the Melody Maker
that differentiated between various styles of rumba played by different bands, and was
specifically devoted to the role of the guitar.  In both cases the authors, who had learned
to play the rumba in France and England, made reference to the music of Don Barreto as a
great example for the understanding of the correct way to play the genre.
The Cuban brothers Marino and Emilio Barreto began their career in Spain where their
family moved in 1925 in order the escape Gerardo Machado’s regime.  One year later they
left Spain and arrived in Paris where they started being active in the city’s musical scene,
and they were members of the American revue Black People. In 1928 Marino went to
London, where he played in dance bands usually featuring American musicians. Together
with the African-American singer Norris Smith he formed a duo, and in 1929 they went back
to Paris where he performed and also recorded his duets with Smith.  In 1935 Don Marino
Barreto went back to London and performed there with his duo. During the 1940s he
became an important figure for the spreading of Afro-Cuban music in London, which he









While Marino played in both London and Paris in the first part of his career, Emilio, who
took the stage name of Don Barreto, built his career in Paris playing the guitar and the
violin. The Cuban orchestra that he formed in Paris was the most well-known band in the
city that performed Cuban genres of music. In 1933 the journal Jazz-Tango dedicated an
article to his orchestra that debuted in the Montmartre club Melody’s, which had opened in
1931 during the Colonial Exposition. In February 1932 the orchestra made his debut, and in
the following years spread the Cuban genre of the rumba in Paris. In particular, the article
underlined how the success of the orchestra was linked to the fact that the public preferred
his small band, which was usually formed by five elements, and Barreto’s one-man shows,
because it performed a more genuine genre compared to the rumbas with jazz
arrangements performed by other big orchestras in Paris.
During this period Don Barreto’s orchestra made records for Columbia that were successful.
This led the band to sign an exclusive contract with the British company Decca and to make
records in London.
Thanks to his success and his reputation in the Parisian music scene, Don Barreto wrote a
series of technical articles in Jazz-Tango in order to explain the Cuban genre of the rumba.
The first article was published in July 1936 and it testifies how he had internalised the idea
of the cubanidad, the essence of Cuban identity formed by white, black, and mulatto
elements merged in the context of Cuba. The fact that in the War of Independence Cubans




concept served to legitimise the Cuban system, which tended to obscure the existence of
racial discrimination on the island, but at the same time it became a myth that still had to be
realised.  In the 1920s the artists who formed the movement of Afrocubanismo, attributed
new value to black cultural contributions to Cuban national culture, in order to reconcile a
reality of racial pluralism with the necessity of creating a culturally homogeneous nation:
blackness was a component of Cuban national identity, a cubanidad mestiza.
In order to explain that the rumba and the son were not exclusively black dances, at the
beginning of the article Barreto maintained that racial antagonism did not exist, and that all
Cubans, whatever their colour of the skin was, were the same. In Cuba, unlike in the United
States, separation did not exist, and four centuries of mixing of races in the same context
and education had led to the fact that mentality and moral reactions of the black and white
population were the same.  This was true, Barreto wrote, in the music field, too. In Cuba
there was not a white music and a black music, but there was a national music with African
roots, which were fundamental for the existence of a Cuban music:
Il n’y a pas à Cuba, comme il n’y a pas aux Etats-Unis, une musique blanche et une musique noire.
Il n’y a qu’une musique nationale de racine africaine. Si Cuba prétendait nettoyer de toute influence
africaine son folklore musical, pour en extraire la pure essence européenne, il ne lui resterait rien.
Furthermore, Barreto explained that the rumba internationalised by American records was
not the real rumba, but the son. The son, which was usually confused with the rumba, was
born in the eastern part of the island and was danced initially by the popular classes before
becoming the dance of the middle-upper classes, too. Then, it spread to Hollywood and
Paris, and from there it became known worldwide. Nevertheless, Barreto added at the end
of the article, the rhythms of the rumba and the son were not only the products of African








Besides articles published in journals, in some cases musicians also published books
dedicated to specific genres of music. Among these was the drummer and bandleader
Edmund Ross, known as Edmundo Ros, who in 1950 published a book titled The Latin-
American Way: Latin-American Music, Its Instruments and How to Play Them. Ros was another
musician who moved across the Caribbean and Europe following a path linked to musical
training in various institutions. Born in Trinidad in 1910, he started his musical studies in the
Police Academy and in 1927 he moved to Caracas, Venezuela, in order to study at the
Academy of Music. In those years, jazz music spread from the United States increasing Ros’s
interest in dance music. He started performing as a percussionist and singer in clubs mostly
playing Cuban tunes, and adopted his Latinised stage name. This period in Venezuela was
fundamental for him and for the rest of his career; many people believed that he was
Venezuelan.  In 1937 Edmundo Ros followed his musical studies, this time in London,
where he studied composition and conducting thanks to a fellowship that he won at the
Royal Academy of Music. In London, he entered into contact with African students, and
through them he started frequenting clubs in Soho where he met Don Marino Barreto and
other musicians playing the styles of music that he used to play in Caracas. Thus, Ros began
to be active in the London music scene joining Don Marino Barreto’s Cuban band,
performing as a vocalist and drummer and recording several records for the Decca
company. Thereafter, he formed his own band with musicians of various origins, and





This successful career through which he popularised Latin-American music included the
publication of his book in 1950. In the book, Ros introduced and explained the instruments
used in Latin music hoping to “increase the understanding of Latin-American music and the
special instruments used in its performance, and by increasing understanding, add to the
enjoyment of players, dancers and listeners.”
The book opened with a drawn map of Central and South America with two flags indicating
where rumba and samba came from, and two men with the typical instruments of the two
genres. In between them another flag indicated Venezuela, where Edmundo Ros was born.
This illustrated map was part of the idea of the work as an effort to show in a simple way the
origins of these genres of music. The book began with a section about the background of
the instruments, in which Ros briefly reconstructed the history of Latin-American music and
its diffusion worldwide. He drew attention to the genres of samba and rumba, pointing to
the differences that influenced the way in which they should be analysed:
While Samba and Rumba fall under the heading of Latin-American music they are really quite
different from each other because they originate from different parts of the South American
continent, have different histories, and each its own special group of rhythm instruments. […] Just
as the history of Samba is different from that of the Rumba so the styles of the two forms must be
treated as different from one another. They cannot be discussed together under the heading ‘Latin-
American,’ but must be regarded separately.





rhythm section, which he defined as “the rock on which Latin-American music is built.”
Indeed, Ros oscillated between two apparently-contrasting directions. On the one hand, he
underlined the differences between samba and rumba, and in particular he described the
variety of instruments used to play the two genres of music. On the other hand, he included
samba and rumba in the broad category of Latin-American music, talking about a “true Latin-
American character.”  Nevertheless, these two elements were part of his attempt to
illustrate genres of music that were commonly-identified as Latin-American while explaining
the differences between them, in an effort to give readers more complete information
about them. In so doing he would “extend the knowledge and appreciation of authentic
Latin-American Music as widely as possible.”
The book examined separately some of the typical rhythmic instruments used to play rumba
(claves, maracas, bongos and timbales), and samba (samba-tambourine, cabaça, reso-reso and
chocolo) with the rhythmic notation on a musical stave. At the end of each section the
various rhythms were presented together in order to show how they worked with one
another as a rhythmic section. In addition, the book gave short examples of the various
forms of rumba and samba, and of genres that derived from the original rhythm. The work
concluded with four brief compositions written by Ros based on the different genres
analysed in the previous pages and with an advertisement of Latin-American instruments





Articles in journals and books devoted to specific genres of music were ways in which
musicians could learn about styles that they were not familiar with. However, not many
musicians were able to read and write, and therefore not able to learn through books and
journals. In addition, the learning through written sources required a certain degree of
musical training that not all musicians had. Thus, other ways of learning, which can be
labelled as “informal,” resulted to be fundamental. Among these was learning through
records or sheets of music. Recorded music came to be of crucial importance for musicians
willing to play dance music, and some of the musicians who travelled back and forth to the
United States brought new records to Europe. For instance, the African-American singer and
club manager Ada “Bricktop” Smith recalled that the African-American saxophone player
Sammy Richardson, who was active in the Paris music scene, used to go to New York quite
often to pick up records that musicians in Paris could listen to.  The Jamaican trumpeter
Leslie Thompson also recalled that when he worked in American shows in Britain there were
people in the cast who brought over the latest records from New York. As they all had
portable record players, musicians and dancers employed in the show could listen to new
records any time they wanted.  It is interesting to note that the Melody Maker in 1930
published a list of recorded tunes divided by instrument. The title above the list significantly
said “Learn From Others! Listed hereunder dance band musicians will find records featuring
their particular instrument,” a fact that shows how learning from records was considered an
important tool for performing dance music.
Another fundamental informal way of learning new genres of music was the direct contact
with musicians who played them. This was the case of musicians who grew up in areas
where migrant communities settled. For instance, the guitarist Joe Deniz recalled that as his
native city Cardiff was a port city, there were a lot of people coming from different part of
the world, in particular from the Caribbean.
Frank, Joe and Laurie Deniz were the sons of a sailor from the Cape Verde islands, and of a
woman with English and African-American origins who lived in Cardiff. Their musical
interest began in their house: their father played the violin, the mandolin and the guitar and
their mother played the piano. They hosted musical sessions with other Cape Verdeans in
their house, usually on Sundays. Like other Cardiff musicians, the brothers came to know
calypso and other Caribbean styles of music through the contacts with the Caribbean
community of the city. Furthermore, their father took the eldest brothers Frank and Joe to
work on ships, and thus they had the chance to enter into contact with music styles from
various parts of the world.
Frank had the longest experience on ships, and worked as a seaman for ten years.  This
experience was fundamental for his musical training. Thinking about that time years later,
he recalled that everywhere he went with the ship he used to listen to the local radio and go
to clubs where he saw local musicians playing, especially guitarists who would influence his






which were different from what he listened to in England at that time and were very
inspiring. Moreover, he bought his first guitar while working as seaman. He practiced with it
on the ship and used it to play in nightclubs while travelling.
As the case of the Deniz brothers’ shows, experiences that formed musicians’ backgrounds
were important for their activity as musicians in the urban music scene. Indeed, musicians
whose personal experiences were characterised by encounters with various musical
cultures, were more capable of adapting to play a variety of genres during their careers. Joe
Deniz recalled that the first music he heard was mainly calypso because of the influence of
Caribbean migrants in Cardiff, which he defined as a “cosmopolitan place,” comprising all
the nationalities. In addition, he recalled that because of this influence there was not a
tradition of brass bands, and that he and his brothers came to know jazz only from records
and from the shows of bands to which his mother used to take her children.  Moreover,
Frank and Joe’s experiences show that travelling was another way in which musicians
entered into contact with new genres of music. Working as seamen the two brothers had
the opportunity to listen to local bands and radios when their ship stopped in ports. In 1936
the two brothers together with the pianist Clara Wason, Frank Deniz’ wife,  went to London,
determined to work in the music entertainment of the capital.
The Deniz brothers were among those musicians who had the chance to enter into direct
contact with genres of music while travelling and therefore were able to see the differences
between those genres performed in Europe with the “authentic” styles. In 1931 the Melody
Maker published an article, which was a dialogue between two musicians about the rumba.
One of the two said that one musician had just told him “some dope about the real rumba
bands”. This player revealed the details because he had been working on a cruise and one
of his trips took him to La Havana where, in a local dance hall, he “saw and heard the native
musicians playing the real thing.”
The encounters between musicians who were active in the music scenes of London and
Paris and those who travelled or who arrived in the two cities, were fundamental for the
learning process. Indeed, one of the most effective ways of learning new genres of music
was through direct contacts between musicians playing together and rehearsing. What
Leslie Thompson recalled in his autobiography with regards to his participation in two
attempts to form an all-coloured band in Britain is illustrative of this process.
In 1929 the Trinidadian pianist George Clapham recruited several musicians of Caribbean
origins.  Despite the efforts and the rehearsals, the attempt was not successful because
the band could not reach an adequate level of performance comparable to that of American
big bands in fashion at the time.  On the contrary, the second try of forming an all-
coloured band made a few years later by Thompson and the Guyanese bandleader Ken
“Snakehips” Johnson in 1936 was successful, but it required an intense period of rehearsing
during which the members of the band had to work hard in order to develop a good sound








“American bounce.”  Louis Stephenson, one of the saxophone players in the band,
remembered a lot of rehearsing with the band in a rehearsal room in Denman Street in
Soho and in a studio in St. John’s Wood area in the North West of London. As he recalled,
Stephenson was not really into music, thus he admitted that for him rehearsals were
particularly hard,  a fact that shows that musicians playing in the music scenes had to work
hard in order to play all the black genres of music in vogue in those contexts.
Blurred Perceptions of Belonging: Indifference to Blackness in the
Music Scene of London
In most of the cases in the music scenes of both London and Paris dance bands played
various genres of music that were all identified and labelled as “black” music. This blurring
made musicians learn and perform genres of music which had different origins, and gave
“blackness” multiple meanings. Recent directions in the field of Black Studies have tended to
extend the focus of the analysis beyond national perspectives in order to understand the
global dimension of black encounters and networks,  and at the same time studies on
blackness in Europe have developed within national historiographies and transnational
histories of Europe.  The musical networks of metropolises such as London and Paris were
not strictly defined, neither at a musical level, because black music had different meanings,
nor at a social level, because of the cosmopolitan context in which musicians worked.
Musicians’ feelings of personal belonging differed, and were related to multiple meanings
given to blackness, to the empire and to the nation.  In the case of musicians who were
active in the London music scene, the oral sources that are part of the “Oral History of Jazz
in Britain” of the British Library National Sound Archive (BL NSA) have been fundamental for
reconstructing part of this blurring. Moreover, they reveal how for some musicians
blackness was not a crucial element of their feeling of belonging as musicians.
In 1946 the journalist Stanley Jackson in his guide on Soho described the variety of groups
of coloured people that frequented the area, underlining the differentiation between them.
In Soho you will find coloured men from all parts of the world, and it would be a mistake to regard
them as one big, happy family. The Martiniquans regard themselves as the black princes of their
race. They affect to despise the Senegalese or “jungle boys.” Some of these “white negroes,” West
Indians and mulattoes, even go to local barbers to have their hair de-kinked.
With regards to groups and individuals who were part of the music scene and played black
genres of music, it is important to understand how they perceived this differentiation, which
was linked to various aspects, including the place of origin and musicians’ musical
formation.
The Jamaican trumpeter Leslie Thompson recalled his experience on tour with the all-
coloured American show Blackbirds in Manchester in 1935, and compared it with the tour








American reedist Peter DuConge in Paris. It was formed mainly by coloured American
musicians and one or two musicians from Latin America among whom was the pianist Don
Barreto. In both cases Thompson played with coloured musicians but the feelings that he
had were different in the two situations.
The performers of Blackbirds travelled by train to Manchester in a carriage reserved for
them where there were a lot of manchester bands. Thompson was the only non-American in
the group, and he highlighted how different the ways of living of Caribbean and American
people were:
I was the only non-American negro. To travel with them was so foreign that I felt glad, in a sense,
that no whites, no English people, were seeing it all, for the behaviour of the Americans was so
inconsistent with English customs. Only a few weeks before, on the Armstrong tour, there were
fellows from Puerto Rico, the USA, and Tyree from England. But it wasn’t like that on the train to
Manchester. The difference between the West Indian and the American was very marked, and
aspects of their lives were very foreign.
What Thompson underlined was the relationship with American musicians, who were
surprised to find a black man who was not American.
The Americans were not surprised to find me in London, but they were curious to meet a fellow
who belonged to them. So they waited to see–to get the first impressions. They were struck by the
fact that I didn’t talk American. A black Englishman–it made a difference, so our contacts were
usually on the surface.
The comparison of this experience with the time when Thompson was on the Armstrong
tour the year before shows how contexts could matter with regards to feelings of belonging.
Indeed, his experience when he was with Armstrong’s band the year before, was markedly
different. In that case, once the musicians got to know each other, Thompson felt accepted
by the group “as a brother” because their backgrounds–the ghetto and Jamaica–were
considered as similar:
It was different on the Armstrong tour; for I got to know the boys and they got to know me. They
were lacking a nationalistic racial pride. They were quite humble and accepted me as a brother. It
was due to the fact that we had no great ideas about ourselves. We were not striving; the Americans
came from the ghetto, and they would have fitted in back in Jamaica. […] The Armstrong bus was a
little Harlem. The important thing was that we were the same colour. It wasn’t, the first time we
met, but on the tour it became important and stayed there.
It is worth underlining two elements that Thompson expressed in this extract. The first one
is that the musicians in the Armstrong tour were more opened towards him because they
lacked what he described as “nationalistic racial pride,” which indicates that he found this





including when musicians played together. The second interesting element that emerges in
the extract is that Thompson said that the bus with which they toured seemed a “little
Harlem,” a fact that reveals how the area of Harlem has become a symbol of black
integration that could be used by a person living in a completely different context and who
has never seen it.
Similar situations and a common context did not mean that musicians had the same
experiences and feelings. The Jamaican saxophone player Louis Stephenson recalled that in
the 1930s he felt that there was no differentiation between black musicians from Britain and
those coming from the Caribbean:
We just knew each other as Niggers, as black people. We didn’t differentiate. For the others, for
white musicians, you were just a black musician. There wasn’t any antagonism: if you were good
enough you worked in the right bands.
With these words, Stephenson made clear a crucial aspect linked to the multi-layered
experience of being a black musician in a cosmopolitan environment. Indeed, he specified
that he felt a lack of differentiation both within the group of black musicians regardless of
their origins, and within the larger interracial group of musicians who were active in the
music scene. What mattered mostly was the ability to play. Furthermore, Stephenson added
that he felt that people respected black musicians due to the American influence as other
musicians commonly thought that they had an edge because of their origins. Still, the reality
was that “everybody was trying to be American, the English here and the West Indians in
Trinidad.”
However, in other cases musicians could feel the difference between them linked to their
origins and the way they had grown up. When in 1936 Leslie Thompson recruited players for
the band with Ken Johnson, he contacted a coloured trombonist from London, Frank
Williams, whom he had met in 1931 at a party. In the end, he did not become a member of
the band, because he was not a jazz player, but above all he did not mix with Caribbean
musicians, as Thompson recalled: “he was a very home loving boy and he didn’t mix, he was
so very English I don’t think he was comfortable with West Indians.”
The quality and the technical level of playing that a musician had is a recurring element to
which black musicians refer to when asked about their experience with and feelings
towards other black players.
Frank Deniz recalled that in the 1940s after Ken Johnson’s band everybody wanted to form a
coloured band. In that period, there was a pressure from agents in that direction, but there
were few coloured musicians. In Johnson’s band, there were young musicians and some of
them were not good players in Deniz’s view. He underlined that Caribbean musicians






was different for him. In addition, few musicians could read music, and this fact made
playing together harder. Moreover, Deniz recalled that there was a common view that
coloured musicians were all able to play well but it was not necessarily so:
It was frustrating. When me and my brother formed our band the other musicians were white and
they asked: “Why don’t you employ coloured musicians”? And I answered: “Because they won’t
be able to play what I wanted them to play.” […] You had to fight hard to find good musicians. My
idea of a coloured band was the ones I saw in Brazil with qualified musicians.
Interestingly, Deniz said that after having the chance to play with white musicians, he
discovered that many coloured musicians were not good players. Several musicians recalled
that in the 1930s there were not many black musicians. For instance, the Barbadian
trumpeter Dave Wilkins remembered that he did not meet many black people while
travelling around the country.  The few good black musicians were always working.
Indeed, in the context of the vogue for coloured bands it could happen that black musicians
were employed even if they were not very good. This was what the English trombonist and
arranger Geoff Love, son of an African-American entertainer and an English actress and
singer, also noted. In 1936 Love was playing in a dance band in London. He found that the
only difference which he felt between him, coming from Yorkshire, and other musicians
coming from the Caribbean who were part of Leslie Hutchinson’s band, a Jamaican pianist
trumpeter and bandleader, was “the complete lack of discipline”: when they were asked to
rehearse in the morning and in the afternoon, they said that they could not make it. Thus,
the band normally did not rehearse and used to play on sight. The only time when Love
remembered that they had rehearsals was when the band did the first broadcast.
The interesting thing is that when musicians were asked about their feelings about being
black, or about the importance of working with coloured musicians, in various cases the
answers did not underline their racial belonging. On the contrary they asserted that they
considered themselves as a person regardless of their ethnic origin and that for them it was
important to play with good musicians whether they were black or not.
The context of London was not exempt from forms of racial discrimination that affected
people in the music scenes. For example, there occurred various episodes involving black
musicians who were refused work or accommodation in hotels. In the case of black shows
too, there were issues linked to the employment of black performers and musicians. An
article published in the conservative newspaper Daily Express in 1925 described how after a
recent attempt to introduce a “nigger cabaret” in London had not been successful, another
black company showing in Paris was offered to perform in a London club. However, the
agents of the club opposed the engagement of the show, because, one agent said, the
engagement of coloured shows had often caused trouble. Therefore, he objected “to






Leslie Thompson recalled two circumstances in which forms of racial discrimination took
place. In 1929 he was searching for work and could not find it because people did not want
to employ a coloured person. He was only able to find jobs in the music business and he
was scared because in that context, too, it was not easy to find employment:
You would see faces–taking a good look at this coloured fellow. And, of course, there was no
vacancy. There was little work for musicians unless you were specialised. […] I was in London,
with no work. There were no jobs because of prejudice: it was the same with boarding houses–“it’s
not me that is racially prejudiced, but the others mind.” I seldom met any of these “others.” I got
some work in music and other things pulled together, and I survived, but it was a really frightening
time for me. There was no work, outside the entertainment and music business, for black people.
Believe me, I tried.
A few years later, when he was living in Bloomsbury in the mid-1930s, Thompson had a
coloured trumpeter from Cuba staying at his with his daughter. This man could not find
accommodation “because of the colour bar.”(cite) A similar difficulty had been encountered
by Louis Armstrong’s band when they arrived in England on tour. Thompson linked this
issue to the fact that British people had a “closed mind”:
It’s a funny thing, but the difficulty in getting accommodation, which was written about by Dunbar
in the American press, and experienced by Louis and his band, was due to the closed mind of the
natives here. “My home is my castle,” but those British who had travelled, or knew people from
abroad, were quite different. The general British person had no objection to us but we didn’t enter
into their lives. It was the same at work. They had close links with certain friends or relatives, and
everybody else was excluded.
These difficulties notwithstanding, Thompson did not find the situation worrying especially
when talking about it years later and comparing it to what happened after the Second World
War when a movement of mass migration from the Caribbean occurred:
In the 1930s race business that it is current today was not important; in fact, it didn’t arise at all.
You might meet the odd individual but most Britons were polite, or interested because you were
black. It all changed with the influx of immigrants after the war.
Another Jamaican player, the saxophonist Louis Stephenson, juxtaposed the situation of the
1930s with the one after World War II, too, and in a sense dismissed the impact of the forms
of discrimination in the 1930s, which, for him, were caused by ignorance.
Before the war there wasn’t many of us here so we didn’t pose a threat. You could walk wherever
you wanted, there wasn’t a threat apart from the little annoying things like you going for a room and
people slap the door on your face, but it was because they weren’t accustomed they had a supposed
idea they you came from the jungle but you can’t blame them it was worn by ignorance.






reports to the police in 1930 and 1931 contested the fact that several men had been refused
to be served in a public house club, and a report of 1941 testified the fact that a hotel had
refused accommodation to a man of colour.
The context of forms of racial discrimination notwithstanding, musicians’ considerations
show that there were multiple ways in which coloured people reacted to the reality they
lived in and constructed their belonging and identity. In addition, it seems that in the music
world talent was more important than everything else. In this sense, building on the concept
of “indifference to nation,” which has been developed in the field of Central and Eastern
European studies, we can talk about a form of “indifference to blackness.”
The concept of national indifference refers to “forms of popular indifference to nationalist
presumptions about personal and group identity,” and has been developed in the context
of the studies on the Habsburg empire and its successor states.  In an essay published in
2010 the historian Tara Zahra has underlined the potential of this notion as a category of
analysis that “enables historians to better understand the limits of nationalization and
thereby challenges the nationalist narratives, categories, and frameworks.”  This notion
builds on social and cultural histories that have devoted attention to the construction of
identities, investigating issues of race, sexuality, gender and nation, but have tended to pay
“less attention to individuals who remained aloof to the demands of modern identity
politics.”
In the case of black musicians working in the music scene of London in various cases the
answers given by them reveal what we can define as a feeling of indifference to blackness
(and nationality). This feeling was linked mainly to the fact that music had for them a greater
importance that went beyond racial and national issues, thus it can be said that it was trans-
racial and transnational.
When the pianist Clare Deniz was asked whether it was important for her to work with other
black musicians she answered promptly that she accepted whatever was going: if she was
offered a job with a white musician she took it, and added that,
We had no colour complex. Being musicians we mixed with everybody, coloured, white,
everything. […] Even now I never think to myself: “well, I am coloured,” I just treat myself as a
person.
There was only one time when Clare Deniz felt that she was a coloured person. It happened
in 1958 during the racial riot that occurred in London:
That was the only time when I felt: “well I am coloured, they must have some kind of prejudice
against me,” but before that I never felt anything at all.
Furthermore, she was asked whether she thought of herself a Welsh person, a coloured








I don’t know, honestly I find I can’t mix a lot with the Caribbean people, they don’t really accept
you because you’re not born in the West Indies; the white people…I get on with them, and I get on
with the coloured people if they’re friendly.
Her brother-in-law Joe Deniz had a more defined idea, and when he was asked whether in
his youth he felt like a Welsh man or a coloured person, he gave a firm answer:
I didn’t feel I was anything, I just felt, well, I didn’t think myself as Welsh […] I never felt that I
was a Welsh man, I just felt that I was me, that was it. Period.
The Jamaican bassist Coleridge Goode arrived in London in 1942 and played with various
jazz band. Answering the question whether he had the desire to play with black people, he
said that it was not an issue for him. The issue was a different one:
The issue to me was playing music and playing the best possible jazz. That to me was the important
thing. I’ve always thought that music is a thing of harmony, it brings people together, it shouldn’t
separate people and this business of sort of separating white from black I’ve never been for that,
ever. To me people are people, no matter what their colour is. So I played with anybody who liked
my playing and asked me to play with them.
The answers that these black musicians, who were active in the London music scene, gave in
the interviews, show that there was a sort of feeling of indifference to the importance of
blackness and nationality in the music scene of a globalising city like London. This feeling
was mainly linked to the fact that musical ability had a greater value than racial or national
belonging for these musicians. Therefore, it can be said that theirs was a sort of trans-racial
and transnational form belonging, which was linked to their activity as musicians and to the
musical connections that they developed in the urban context.
Conclusion
As Andy Bennett underlined in an essay published in 2004, “globally established popular
musical styles can be readily plucked from their global context and reworked in ways that
make them more culturally significant to musicians and fans in particular local contexts.
This transformation includes the reinscription of musical styles with local meanings.”
Since the late nineteenth century, black music has acquired significant value in the musical
world. This element of distinctiveness should not to be attributed to ideas of special abilities
that groups have because of their ethnic characteristics, which have been used to discredit
and discriminate against black forms of art. Black musicians and performers have
increasingly played a role in the musical world and black genres of music have spread






In line with studies that reject the idea of music as a mere product of personal talent or of
social identities, the process of learning that musicians with different origins made in the
music scenes of both London and Paris, reveals how musicians acquired new styles of
music. Musicians playing in contexts that demanded skills to play various genres of black
music adopted multiple practices of learning through teachers, journals, and personal
encounters, and several musicians used their skills to teach others giving lessons, founding
music schools, and writing technical articles in journals. The activities of musicians such as
Rudolph Dunbar, Edmundo Ros and Don Barreto show how people coming from the
territories that were in a subordinated position played important roles in the spreading of
black genres of music in the music scenes of both London and Paris.
Dance bands were required to play various genres of music, all identified as “black” music.
Thus, musicians learned and performed musical styles that had different origins. This
blurring and different personal experiences make musicians give “blackness” different
meanings. Indeed, the analysis of the perceptions of musicians in the London music scene
shows how they differed. Moreover, in many cases musicians attributed a greater value to
music than to personal and racial belonging by saying that being musicians they mixed with
everybody. Playing good music seemed to be the most important thing for them. This
reinforces the idea that it is important to understand racialisation taking into account its
“historical locality and signification,” which Mica Nava has argued for, in an effort to
“establish the variations and specificity of race relations and cosmopolitanism.”
In the music scenes of London and Paris musicians adopted multiple everyday practices for
performing black genres music, a process that require them to work hard as musicians and
in contexts that often demanded them to be black regardless of their personal history.
Furthermore, they adapted to those contexts as musicians, giving importance to music
before everything else, including their perceptions of personal belonging, with the idea that
“music is a thing of harmony.”
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